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Abstract: Finding experts in academics as well as in enterprises is an important practical
problem. Both manual and automated approaches are employed and have their own pros and
cons. On one hand, the manual approaches need extensive human efforts but the quality of data
is good, on the other hand, the automated approaches normally do not need human efforts but
the quality of service is not as good as in the manual approaches. Furthermore, the automated
approaches normally use only one metric to measure the expertise of an individual. For
example, for finding experts in academia, the number of publications of an individual is used to
discover and rank experts. This paper illustrates both manual and automated approaches for
finding experts and subsequently proposes and implements an automated approach for
measuring expertise profile in academia. The proposed approach incorporates multiple metrics
for measuring an overall expertise level. To visualize a rank list of experts, an extended
hyperbolic visualization technique is proposed and implemented. Furthermore, the discovered
experts are pushed to users based on their local context. The research has been implemented for
Journal of Universal Computer Science (J. UCS) and is available online for the users of J. UCS.
Keywords: Expertise Finding, Hyperbolic Visualization, Digital Journals, Multi-faceted expert
Profile, Spiral Visualization.
Categories: H.3.3, H.5.2

1

Introduction

The discovery of expertise is crucial in supporting a number of tasks. Finding
appropriate experts is a key to unprecedented success in enterprises as well as in
academia. Finding an appropriate expert is very helpful when one needs guidance on
a subject matter, or needs to fill a vacancy based on relevant expertise, or needs to
boost the overall productivity especially in enterprises, or needs to find research
collaborators working in similar areas, or needs to find editors/reviewers in peerreview setting etc. Therefore, the expertise finding systems can increase overall
productivity and can decrease critical delays due to ineffective work. There are
different application areas like Software Engineering [Mockus and Herbsleb, 2002],
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Enterprise [Balog et al., 2006], Medicine [Sun and Giles, 2007] and Research [Liu
and Dew, 2004] which employ various techniques to find appropriate experts using
both manual and automated approaches.
A variety of tools have been implemented within organizations to find experts
and expertise for different scenarios. Most related works make use of explicitly
specified expert profiles constructed manually. The problem with such manually
constructed profiles is that they tend to be developed for particular projects and
constantly need to be updated e.g. [Pipek et al., 2002].
Using an entirely automated mechanism for determining user expertise may also
not be adequate in itself. As an illustration, Google Scholar employed an automated
approach and wrongly identified names of places such as Ann Arbour, or Milton
Keynes as cited authors [Postellon, 2008]. This also highlights the non-trivial nature
of expertise mining and the difficulty faced in the disambiguation of individuals.
Automated approaches normally use one facet to judge the overall expertise level of
an expert. For example, in a discussion forum analyzing only the number of
interactions of an individual is used to judge expertise level [Krulwich, 1995].
In the peer-review setting, appropriate and capable reviewers/committeemembers/editors are discovered by computing their profiles, usually based on the
overall collection of their publications [Cameron, 2007]. However, the publication
quantity alone is insufficient to get an overall assessment of expertise. To incorporate
the publication quality in the expertise profile, Cameron used the impact factor of
publications’ venues (journals, conferences etc.) [Cameron, 2007]. However, the
impact factor in itself is arguable [Seglen, 1997] [Hecht et al., 1998]. All publications
in a high impact venue do not necessarily get high number of citations. The impact
factor of a journal is calculated by considering the number of citations received by all
publications published in the journal for a typical period of time [Garfield, 1972].
However, Hirsch, a physicist, proposed another metric, the “H-Index”, to rank
individuals [Hirsch, 2005]. The H-Index of an author is calculated by considering the
number of citations received by his/her most cited publications. To be precise, a
scholar with an index h means that the author has published at least h papers each of
which has been cited by others at least h times. However, this index works fine only
for comparing scientists working in the same field because citation conventions differ
widely among different fields [Hirsch, 2005]. Therefore, to measure the quality of
one’s work in the same field, it is better to calculate the number of citations a person
receives rather than just considering the impact factors of journals/conferences where
the publications were published. In our approach, additionally we incorporate the
number of citations received by an author in a particular topic to make an overall
assessment of expertise.
We propose an automated technique which incorporates multiple facets in
providing a more representative assessment of expertise as explained in [Afzal et al.,
2008]. To overcome automation errors during citation mining process as mentioned
above. We introduced an innovative citation mining technique [Afzal et al., 2010].
We see these facets as providing multiple sources of evidence for a more reflective
perspective of experts. We present the combination of both tangible and intangible
metrics to shed deeper insights into the intensity of expertise. The system mines
multiple facets for an electronic journal and then calculates expertise’ weights. The
overall weight is further used to rank experts in the respective topic. The measures
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provided are, however, not absolute indicators of expertise as the discoveries are
limited by the coverage of the database of publications and expert profiles used.
The system discoveries can be enhanced by visualizing the mined data
[Shneiderman, 2002]. In order to enhance the knowledge discoveries, we have
visualized experts by using hyperbolic tree visualization technique. The proposed
technique is based on focus plus context with extended focus to represent the
statistical data. The aforementioned technique is useful especially for journal
administration to find high profile authors (experts) who can be assigned as
editors/reviewers for the respective topics. To facilitate users of J. UCS, the mined
experts are further pushed to users by observing users’ local context and task at hand.
For example, when a user is viewing a paper, he/she will instantly know about
assigned editors and highly active experts associated with topics of the paper. This
helps users to establish collaborations in their respective area.
Visualizing a rank list of experts is not enough, users would have an option to
explore more aspects of experts, for example short biographies, recent publications,
contact information, and affiliations of experts. To support this task, editors are linked
with their profiles represented in J. UCS. However, the actively emerging experts
(potential reviewers) are further linked with FacetedDBLP. The FacetedDBLP
provides a search interface of the huge repository of DBLP. The search interface
provides different facets like publication years, co-authors, venues
(journal/conference/book series etc) for the selected author. By this means, the users
not only know about experts in the respective area, but they can also explore other
recent publications of experts and their co-authors, indexed in DBLP.

2

Related Work

Expertise finder systems in the past, have been innovatively applied in helping PhD
applicants in finding relevant supervisors [Liu and Dew, 2004] and also in identifying
peer-reviewers for a conference [Rodriguez and Bollen, 2008]. The former made use
of a manually constructed expertise profile database while the latter employed
reference mining for all papers submitted to a conference. In the latter, a coauthorship network was constructed for each submitted paper making use of a
measure of conflict-of-interest to ensure that papers were not reviewed by associates.
Cameron [Cameron et al., 2007a] employed a manually crafted taxonomy of 100
topics in DBLP [DBLP, 2009] covering the research areas of a small sample of User
researchers appearing in DBLP. They proposed the need for automatic taxonomy
creation as a key issue in finding experts. Mockus et al., [Mockus and Herbsleb,
2002] employed data from a software project's change management records to locate
people with desired expertise in a large organization. Their work indicated a need to
explicitly represent experiential characterization of individuals as a means of
providing insights into the knowledge and skills of individuals. Yimam [Yimam,
1999] have further shown that a decentralized approach can be applied for
information gathering in the construction of expertise profiles. Tho et al., [Tho et al.,
2007] employed a citation mining retrieval technique where a cross mapping between
author clusters and topic clusters was applied to assign areas of expertise to serve as
an additional layer of search results organization.
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There are also expertise detection systems that were based entirely on an analysis
of user activity and behavior while being engaged in an electronic environment.
Krulwich et al., [Krulwich and Burkey, 1995] have analyzed the number of
interactions of an individual within a discussion forum as a means of constructing an
expert's profile. Although such an approach is useful in monitoring user participation,
measures such as number of interactions on a particular topic is in itself not reflective
of knowledge levels of individuals.
Information visualization techniques have been used to visualize large datasets to
support exploration and in finding hidden patterns [Card et al., 1999]. To visualize
large hierarchal structures, the hyperbolic tree was developed by Xerox [Lamping and
Rao, 1996]. The principle of Focus plus Context is supported by a detailed view for
the focused part of the data in the center of the display, while the overall hierarchal
structure of data remains visible around the edges. In computer science, ACM
categories are widely used to organize scientific work. ACM categories can be seen as
a hierarchal taxonomy and can be visualized using a hyperbolic tree. To visualize
experts in a proper ranking for a specific ACM category, spiral visualization is
appropriate. The RankSpiral was used by [Spoerri, 2004] to maximize information
density and minimize occlusions for large documents. We have applied a similar
approach for the visualization of experts around a particular node in the ACM
category tree.

3

A Multi-faceted Expert Profile

In exploring a comprehensive characterization of expertise, we proposed a
multifaceted approach for mining the expertise for a digital journal [Afzal et al.,
2008]. The multiple facets are represented by the following measurements: number
of publications, number of citations received, extent and proportion of citations within
a particular area, expert profile records, and experience. We have thus incorporated
the use of user-defined profiles, “experience atom” (as proposed by [Mockus and
Herbsleb, 2002] to indicate fundamental experiential units), reference mining results
and a characterization of expert participation as facets of an expert profile. In a
comprehensive characterization of expertise, the following measurements have been
proposed:
Number of publications: This describes the overall expertise areas of a person. The
intensity of expertise, however, can be represented by the extent of publications. The
number of publications can also be used to indicate the topic specific expertise
intensity of researchers.
Number of citations received: Citations are indicative of the impact of publications
and as a result can be applied to reflect the impact of expert.
Extent and proportion of citations within a particular area: This further indicates
the actual interest of citing authors and the overall contribution in a specific area.
Expert Profile Records: J.UCS has expert profiles for its 300 members in its
editorial board representing the specified area of expertise based on ACM categories.
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This input can be useful as a source in identifying a person as an expert in the area.
There are however a number of issues to be considered: areas of interest may change
and the research area in itself may evolve.
Experience: Other experiential measures of a person can also be applied in
representing one’s expertise. Measures that can be acquired with regards to the
assessment of experiences include: period of publishing in a particular area, list of
projects participated in, assessments of mentoring activities, etc. In the current work,
we have taken into consideration the publication age factor only.
Combining all these factors provides a better indication of expertise with regards
to a particular topic. Figure 1 shows the consolidated view of expert profile
construction as applied in our research.

Figure 1: Expert profile.
In our research, there are two main sources of information used to construct an
expert profile: 1) user inputs and 2) system discoveries. User inputs are taken from
reviewers of the journal J.UCS. The J.UCS has over 300 reviewers on its editorial
board. The expertise of these reviewers are specified and maintained according to the
ACM classification scheme [ACM-CCS, 1998]. This information was extracted from
J.UCS and used to populate the expert profile database.
The second source for constructing expert profiles is computed by the system.
The computation considers the number of publications of an individual, the number of
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citations that a person receives, and the person’s duration of publication in the
respective area. The extraction of all publications (over 1,400) along with authors and
co-authors of the publication is described in [Afzal et al., 2007] with a set of over
15,000 references [Afzal et al., 2008].

4
4.1

Experts Weights
Data Extraction

Within J.UCS, ACM topics, editors, and every individual paper are represented in an
XML notation, which needs to be parsed to extract metadata. A typical XML file for
J.UCS papers can be seen in Figure 2. The metadata (paper title, authors, ACM topic,
etc.) related to a paper is stored inside the XML file.

Figure 2: A sample paper XML File.
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The extracted data was used to populate a relational database. The database
presents a coherent view of all data with relationships (category, paper, authors, and
citations). For citation extraction, a technique called Template-based Information
Extraction using Rule-based Learning (TIERL) was developed [Afzal et al., 2010].
The TIERL outperformed existing citation extraction approaches (like ISI, Google
Scholar, and CiteSeer). The data from this database was then used to calculate and
visualize experts within the J.UCS environment.
4.2

Weights assigned to Experts

There are different ways to calculate expertise for different tasks as explained earlier.
Our focus is to measure expertise profile in a scientific community, more specifically
for finding a program committee or for finding research collaborators. There is no
standard and no absolute definition for calculating expertise. The debate for defining
suitable scale for overall assessment of expertise is ongoing. Some argue that
publication data alone is insufficient to accurately capture expertise [Seglen, 1997]
[Hecht et al., 1998]. Others counter that bibliographic data is reasonable as
experimental facts support their value [Cameron et al., 2007]. However, the belief that
the quantity of publications is proportional to expertise is not universally true. In a
very recent and related work, Cameron explained this problem with an example
[Cameron, 2007]. He picked two experts in the field of databases in a scenario where
one has a long list of publications in the field while the other has only fewer. In this
scenario, on one hand, ‘E.F. Codd’, inventor of the relational database model, and
recipient of the ACM Turing Award in 1981 and 1994, has only 49 articles in DBLP,
on the other hand, ‘Hector Garcia-Molina’, an ACM Fellow too, recipient of the
ACM SIGMOD Innovations Award in 1999, had 248 publications in DBLP until
2003 (the year of Codd’s death). This example highlights a situation in which a
researcher having a large list of publications, may by default, be ranked more prolific
than his associates having fewer publications, in spite of publication quality. If one
considers publication quantity alone as a measure of expertise, the statistics would
conclude ‘Garcia-Molina’, as far more prolific in the field of databases. However,
considering magnificent contributions of ‘E.F. Codd’ to the field, many may regard it
astonishing. To measure a better rank of experts, Cameron employed ‘publication
impact’ as an additional measure to incorporate the quality of the published
manuscripts.
However, the impact factor in itself is arguable [Seglen, 1997] [Hecht et al.,
1998] [PLoS Medicine Editors, 2006]. The impact factor does not work well since a
small number of publications are cited much more than the majority of publication in
a particular venue. For example, the well known journal Nature has analyzed the
citations of individual papers in Nature and found that 89% of the impact factor was
generated by just 25% of the papers [Nature Editorial, 2005]. Alternatively, if a
publication is of great quality then it will receive a reasonable number of citations.
Therefore, to rank experts in a field, it is better to calculate the number of citations of
all publications of an individual [Hirsch, 2005]. This also applies the above defined
scenario. As per Google Scholar database, the most cited paper by ‘E.F. Codd’ has
received 5140 citations as of November 2009 while the most cited paper by ‘Hector
Garcia-Molina’ has received 1408. Therefore, using citations of researchers’
publications directly rather than using the impact factor as Hirsch did in calculating
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H-Index [Hirsch, 2005] would be better. In our approach, we have applied the number
of publications and citations in an innovative way to calculate overall expertise as
explained in the next sections. Apart from publications and citations lists, there might
be different measures that can be integrated into the overall weight of the experts. For
example, one can use the fact that if a person is serving as a reviewer or on editorial
board of some journals and conferences.
In our system, experts are grouped into one of two categories: 1) editors (persons
currently manually assigned as reviewers for a particular ACM topic) and 2) highprofile authors (persons flagged automatically as experts in a particular topic).
Reviewers are selected by the editor-in-chief based on their expertise in the respective
ACM topical area. Reviewers for a particular ACM category are visualized without
any further calculation. High-profile authors are calculated based on weights assigned
to them. The facets defined in Figure 3 are used to assign the weights. The weights
used in our system are publication_weight, citation_weight, and editor_weight.
4.2.1

Publication Weight

In a particular research area, the publication weight of an author is obtained by
dividing the number of the author’s publications by the number of publications’
years (duration of publications). To find active experts, we consider the publications
of an author that have been published in the last five years. The number of years is
calculated from the year of a first publication (within last five years) until the current
year. For example, if an author has published four contributions in the last four years
then the publication weight of the author would be one. Consequently, for a specific
research area, authors having a larger publication weight would get an edge over their
counterparts having fewer publications.
Publication Weight = No. of publications / duration (No. of years).
4.2.2

Citation Weight

The citation weight reflects the author’s impact in the growth of a particular research
area. For example if all papers in a research area have received 1000 citations
collectively and an author’s papers in that specific area have received 100 citations,
then the citation weight of this author would be 0.1.
Citation Weight = No. of citations received by an author / total No. of citations in an
ACM topic.
4.2.3

Editor Weight

The editors’ weight is calculated by dividing the number of J.UCS reviewers by the
total number of J.UCS authors. This weight is assigned to only those authors who are
also working as editor/reviewers. In this way, reviewers (already acclaimed experts)
get an edge over the other authors.
Editor Weight = No. J.UCS editors / Total no. of J.UCS Authors.
The total weight is defined as the sum of the above defined weights:
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Total weight = publication weight + citation weight + editor weight.
High-profile authors are then ranked according to their total weight.
4.2.4

Algorithm to Construct experts’ Profiles

The algorithm for calculating an expert profile is shown in Figure 3. The algorithm
takes: topic, papers, citations, and reviewers as input and returns an expert profile for
all topics.

5

Information Visualization

Two different visualizations were developed based on measured expertise, one for the
journal administration and the other for users of this journal. The visualization for the
journal administration is based on the assumption that all topics should be visible in
one place where one can easily navigate to a particular topic and can see editors and
potential experts belonging to that topic. To make it user-friendly, we have chosen a
hyperbolic browser which is based on “focus+context” technique [Lamping and Rao,
1994] [Lamping et al., 1995] [Lamping and Rao, 1996]. The hyperbolic browser was
further extended with a spiral representation of potentially ranked experts. This makes
the job of administrator to focus on any particular topic while the overall context
remains there. The details of hyperbolic visualization can be found in the next section.
The second visualization was developed for users of the journal. This visualization is
based on the assumption that the user should have an access to experts whenever he
needs them. For the current implementation, when a user is looking on a particular
paper and clicks ‘Links into the Future’, then he/she is shown active experts
associated with the topics of the focused paper along with the similar papers written
in the same area. The details of ‘Links into the Future’ can be found in [Afzal et al.,
2007]. The remaining parts of this section explain both of the aforementioned
visualizations.
5.1

Extended Hyperbolic Visualization

Reviewers are essentially attached to a node within the ACM classification hierarchy.
For each node within the ACM classification hierarchy, a ranked list of high-profile
authors (potential reviewers) was calculated. The hyperbolic browser [Lamping and
Rao, 1994] [Lamping et al., 1995] [Lamping and Rao, 1996] is an efficient
visualization technique for large hierarchies. A hyperbolic browser is used to provide
intuitive navigation within the ACM classification hierarchy. For any selected node in
the ACM hierarchy, a spiral is used to visualize the ranked list of high-profile authors
for that node. The spiral is simply superimposed upon and around the selected node.
This builds on past work with GopherVR [McCahill and Erickson, 1995], PRISE
[Cugini et al., 1996], and RankSpiral [Spoerri, 2004] which both use spiral
representations to display ranked search result lists.
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Algorithm calculaeExpertiseProfile(Topics)
1.

create ‘empty expertise profile’

2.

for each ‘topic’ do

3.

get ‘papers’ written in the last 5 years.

4.

get ‘topic_cit_count’ (get citation counts for all papers in a topic)

5.

get ‘authors’

6.

for each author do

7.

get ‘pub_count’ (publication count of an author ).

8.

get ‘pub_duration’ (publication duration is defined as: current
year - year of the first publication (within last 5 yrs) + 1).

9.

Get ‘cit_count’ (citation count of an author).

10.

publication_weight = pub_count / pub_duration.

11.

citation_weight

12.

if ‘author’ is also a ‘editor’ do

= cit_count / topic_cit_count.

13.

get ‘editors_count’ (number of editors in a topic).

14.

get ‘authors_count’ (number of authors in a topic)

15.

editor_weight = editors_count / authors_count

16.

else

17.

weight 3 = 0

18.

end

19.

weight = publication_weight + citation_weight + editor_weight

20.

add <’topic’, ‘author’, ‘weight’> to ‘expert profile’

21.

end

22. end
return ‘expert profile’

Figure 3: Algorithm for Computing Expertise Profile
The user interface is shown in Figure 4. This is implemented in Java. A
hyperbolic browser is used to visualize the ACM classification hierarchy, using the
freely available Hypertree package [Hyperbolic Package, 2009]. Both categories of
experts are visualized by superimposing upon the hyperbolic view. Reviewers are
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shown in a simple list and high profile authors are shown in spiral visualization. To
draw the spiral, a package called Turtle Graphics is used [Turtle Graphics, 2009].
With Turtle Graphics, simple commands are used to move and draw on the graphical
surface. With these commands, the spiral is drawn and the names of the experts are
written at constant angular steps. To visualize the reviewers of a specific ACM topic,
a simple JList is used. A maximum of 10 reviewers are shown in the JList.

Figure 4: Hyperbolic Visualization
The JList, spiral, and Hypertree are placed in JPanels inside a frame, and are ordered
with a JLayeredPane. One can arrange the JPanels horizontally and vertically and
even manipulate the z-order. The Hypertree is drawn in the back. When an ACM
topic is clicked, the list of reviewers is shown in the bottom left and the spiral of highprofile authors is overlaid over the ACM topic in the top layer, as shown in Figure 4.
When there are neither reviewers nor high-profile authors, no list or spiral is drawn.
In the bottom right of the window, there are five coloured buttons. When clicked, the
spiral is redrawn with the new colour. It is possible to choose black, red, green, or
blue. Users can hide both the spiral and the reviewers list if required by clicking white
button. When a user drags a particular node, the spiral moves with the focused node.
Figure 4 shows the visualization for ACM category “H. Information
Systems”. The reviewers are shown in the bottom left corner. When a user clicks on
the node “H. Information Systems”, a spiral is drawn around the selected node. The
high-profile authors are placed in the spiral in descending order of their total weight
(the highest weighted in the centre of the spiral).
This visualization is useful for journal administering. For example, in J.UCS
there are some topics with very few assigned reviewers. J.UCS administration can
instantly find potential reviewers based on the high-profile authors shown by the
system. For example, the topic ‘M.8 Knowledge Reuse’ has no reviewers at the
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moment (this is a new topic added by J.UCS). Potential reviewers are easily found in
the visualization, as shown in Figure 5. This type of discovery is very useful for
administrators to locate potential reviewers for any selected area.

Figure 5: Discovery of Potential Reviewers
Table 1 shows a case of one author “Hermann Maurer”. The author is already a
reviewer for ACM topics: A., H.5.1, K.3, and K.4, in addition, he can be considered
as a reviewer for ACM topics: H.1, H.3, H.4, H.5 based on author’s contributions to
these ACM topics.
Name: Hermann Maurer
Already reviewer for:
Can be considered
for:

A. (7%)

Total publications in J.UCS = 29
H.5.1 (10%) K.3 (21%) K.4 (21%)

H.1 (14%)

H.3 (17%)

H.4 (24%)

H.5 (14%)

Table 1: A comparison between user defined and system discovered expertise
Although it is convenient to explore the topical hierarchy with the hyperbolic tree,
users sometimes know the name of a topic and want to navigate directly to it. The
search facility in the top left corner of the main interface (see Figure 6) supports this
task. For example, if a user searches for the term “Information”, then a combo box is
filled with all topics containing the term “Information” as a substring. The 13 topics
containing the term “Information” are shown in Figure 6. The user can select any
ACM topic from the search result list and the hyperbolic tree is redrawn to show the
selected topic centred in the window.
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Figure 6: ACM Topic Search Facility
5.2

Visualization for Users of J. UCS

The measured experts for topics of the paper are pushed to users by looking at user’s
local context. For example a user is viewing a paper titled ‘The Transformation of the
Web: How Emerging Communities Shape the Information we Consume’ as shown in
Figure 7.
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Figure 7: J. UCS interface for viewing a paper
When the user clicks on the ‘Links into Future’ button, he is redirected to a screen as
shown in Figure 8. This was implemented using a java servelet. The servelet receives
a reference of the viewing paper as a parameter. The servelet subsequently fetch data
from different database tables. On the top of this visualization, the focused paper and
its metadata are shown. The lower part of the screen is divided into two columns, the
left part is dedicated to visualize ‘Links into the Future’ i.e. related papers written in
the same area in future dates as compared to the publication date of the focused paper
as explained in [Afzal et al., 2007], while the right part of the screen visualizes the
experts associated with the topics of the focused paper. As already mentioned, experts
are categorized into two categories: 1) the editors (reviewers) assigned by the editorin-chief, and 2) the potential experts flagged by the system. Both categories of experts
are shown in this visualization. To find more information about experts, the experts
are further linked within J. UCS and with FacetedDBLP [Diederich et al., 2007]. The
current section gives details about reviewers’ linkage within J.UCS while section
5.2.2 explains how discovered experts are linked with FacetedDBLP.
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Figure 8: Visualization of experts
There are more than 300 editors serving as reviewers for J. UCS. There is a many-tomany association between editors and topics. Every editor is usually assigned to
multiple topics and each topic is assigned to multiple editors. According to current
statistics, there are 45 topics in J. UCS which have more than 10 editors associated. If
we visualize all editors for all topics of the paper at one place, then it would become a
problem to locate required information for users. To avoid such a situation, an indirect
way was used. Initially, the topics of the paper are visualized as shown in Figure 9.
The user can follow any topic to look for all associated editors and published papers
in the focused topic. For example from Figure 9, a user is interested in finding editors
of ‘H.3.5: Online Information Services’. On click, the user is redirected to the screen
as shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Editors associated with topicH.3.5
5.2.1

Linking Editors Profiles in J. UCS

The information about editors is maintained by the J. UCS administration in a highly
structured way. This information normally includes: short biography, assigned topics
for review, institution, address, email and homepage of editors. For example when a
user clicks on “Balke Wolf-Tilo” in Figure 9 to view the details, he is redirected to the
screen as shown in Figure10. The user is then able to read a brief biography of the
expert and can follow to expert’s homepage for recent contributions in the area.

Figure 10: Editor profile
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Linking Discovered Experts’ Profiles to FacetedDBLP

The potential experts (discovered by the system) are shown after the aforementioned
visualization as can be seen in Figure 8. Only the active research areas (having
contributions in the last five years) and their experts are visualized. For example the
focused article in Figure 8 belongs to five topics and all of them remain active
research areas in the last five years in J. UCS. The top 10 ranked experts are
visualized for each topic of the paper. To gain deeper insights into the experts’
contributions, these experts are further linked with FacetedDBLP [Diederich et al.,
2007]. This FacetedDBLP is build upon the large collection of DBLP dataset.
For example a user clicks on the author’s name “Jong Hyuk Park” (topic H.5.1) in
Figure 8. The user is redirected to the screen as shown in Figure 11. This was
achieved by querying FacetedDBLP http://dblp.l3s.de by adjusting author’s first,
middle, and last names using some heuristics. The FacetedDBLP is based on the large
repository of DBLP (DBLP currently index more than 1.3 million computer science
publications). In the figure, there are 65 publications of the author “Jong Hyuk Park”
found in FacetedDBLP. A user can search using different facets as shown on the left
side of the figure like: publication years, publication type (article, proceedings, etc),
venues (journals, conferences etc), authors, and the GrowBag graph. Based on the
user selection, search results are shown on the right side of the figure. For example a
user can search all papers of the focused author which were co-authored with any of
the authors shown on the left side. The user can restrict the search results to find
papers which appeared only in any of the venues (like: computer communication, The
Journal of Supercomputing, etc). The user can characterize the result set in terms of
the main research topics and filter it according to certain subtopics. The GrowBag
terms may be very useful for the user. For example a user can restrict the result set to
see only papers of the focused author which deal with any of the shown GrowBag
terms (like security, pervasive computing, privacy protection etc). Therefore, a user
may find required information more efficiently and accurately using this interface and
instantly becomes aware of the research areas of the authors, his collaborators list, the
venues where the author has published, etc.
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Figure 11: Adapted from FacetedDBLP

6

Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presented a new system to identify and visualize current and potential
experts in topical areas of a scientific discipline. It is used in the context of a
computer science journal to identify and assign reviewers to areas of computer
science, however, it can easily be generalized to other scientific communities.
The main contributions of this paper are:
•

A methodology for automatically identifying potential experts from
assembled profiles.

•

A combined visualization of a topical classification hierarchy and a ranked
list of potential experts at each level in the hierarchy.

•

A visualization of experts for users of J. UCS which is further linked with
expert’s profiles within J. UCS and in FacetedDBLP.
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The discovered experts in this research are based on their contributions within J.
UCS. This does not reflect the overall ranking of experts for an area. In future, we
will extend the system to include other datasets such as DBLP and CiteSeer to find
experts. The incorporation of these datasets will provide overall better ranking of
experts for a focused area in Computer Science.
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